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Article

Ceramic Offering Trays in the Museo Egizio, Turin:
Establishing Typologies and Locating Unprovenanced
Specimens
Filippo Mi
Attempting to re-organise and discuss a rich ensemble of pottery offering trays from the Museo Egizio, this
article offers a new contribution to the study of this class of objects. The totality of published and unpublished trays from the Museo is taken into consideration and divided according to provenance. Three groups
are identified: a considerable number of trays from Schiaparelli’s excavations in the Asyut necropolis; a
group of trays from Gebelein; and a group of trays without provenance, and whose modalities of acquisition
are uncertain. Each group is examined thoroughly and further subdivided based on stylistic and material
characteristics. Common features and stylistic trends in trays from the same site and with the same provenance are identified. References to other trays from other museum collections or excavation reports help
establish parallels and highlight common characteristics as well possible influences between neighbouring
sites and regions. The attempt to reorganise the well-provenanced specimens within their archaeological
context yields a better understanding of the distribution and popularity of this category of objects. Finally,
the author proposes a plausible reassignment of a provenance to Museo Egizio specimens hitherto considered unprovenanced.



ملخص

تساعد هذه المقالة على دراسة مجموعة من الفخاريات الموجودة في المتحف المصري حيث هناك محاولة إلعادة تنظيم ومناقشة
 تُؤخذ في عين االعتبار جميع القطع الموجودة في المتحف التي تم النشر عنها أو تلك.مجموعة غنية من الصواني الفخارية
 عدد كبير من الصواني: تم تحديد ثالث مجموعات. ويتم تقسيمها حسب المصدر،َالقطع التي لم ٌينشر عنها أي مقالة مسبقا
طرق
ُ جبَلين ومجموعة من الصواني مجهولة المصدر و
َ  مجموعة من الصواني من،مصدرها حفريات سكياباريلي في مقبرة أسيوط

ِ حدد
السمات المشتركة للصواني من حيث
ّ ُ ت. يتم فحص كل مجموعة بدقة وتقسيمها على أساس خصائص الشكل والمادة.اقتنائها
 تُساعد المقارنات مع صواني أخرى محفوظة ضمن مجموعات لمتاحف أخرى أو تقارير.الشكل ومن حيث الموقع والمصدر الواحد
التنقيبات المختلفة في تحديد أوجه التشابه وإبراز الخصائص المشتركة باإلضافة إلى الكشف عن التأثيرات المحتملة بين المواقع

. تؤدي محاولة إعادة تنظيم اللقى وتثبيتها بدقة ضمن سياقها األثري إلى فهم أفضل الستعماالتها ومدى شعبيتها.والمناطق المجاورة
. َيقترح المؤّلف إعادة تحديد مصدر عينات المتحف المصري التي كانت تُعتبر حتى اآلن غير مؤكدة،أخي اَر

1. Introduction

of which are currently displayed in the permanent

Over the last few years, latching onto a renewed in-

galleries. This first publication presents a thorough

terest among scholars in the study of pottery offer-

study of all the offering trays. Soul houses will be

ing trays and soul houses, the author has conducted

addressed in a future paper.1

a study of the objects belonging to this class in Tu-

The Museo Egizio’s collection of offering trays is

rin’s Museo Egizio. The museum holds a collection

particularly interesting and rich, since it includes a

of 39 offering trays and 5 soul houses, the majority

wide variety of well-preserved specimens and a sig-
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nificant number of related fragments, and the prov-

parallels will be used here as “anchors” to propose

enance and circumstances of acquisition are either

a likely geographical origin for the unprovenanced

well-known or can be reconstructed. Despite this,

ones. Parallels will be searched for in the known

only a few of them (the best-preserved ones) have

corpus of trays from other museum collections and

been discussed in the literature and, given earlier

excavations.5

lack of interest towards this category of objects, their

In addition to the summary publication of the entire

number and origin have been only partially estab-

corpus of trays from the Museo Egizio, this article’s

lished and understood.

main contribution is to provide a methodology for

In the present paper, all of the 39 pottery offering

the typological study of the material and the iden-

trays from the collection of the Museo Egizio are

tification of parallels for the reconstruction of prov-

briefly described, analysed, and discussed. A consid-

enances.

erable number of other trays from museum collections and archaeological excavations are also consid-

1.1 Methodology

ered, allowing for comparisons, the identification of

The methodological standards followed for the anal-

parallels, and the highlighting of apparent similarities

ysis of the material first required a definition of the

and trends within the same site, area, or even region.

class of objects to which offering trays belong.

While it would be difficult to properly summarise

In the literature,6 offering trays are always treated as

all the complex circumstances under which one of

being in the same class as soul houses. While from

the largest collections of Egyptian antiquities in the

a material point of view they are both made of clay,

world came into being, it should be kept in mind that

there is a slight difference between the two: an of-

a large part of the artefacts in the Museo Egizio (in-

fering tray is a ceramic tray with representations of

ventoried under the designation Catalogo, abbreviat-

offerings on its surface; a soul house is also a ceram-

ed C. or Cat.) was acquired with the purchase of the

ic offering tray with representations of offerings,

2

collection of Bernardino Drovetti, consul in Egypt.

but with the addition of a maquette, an architectural

Another conspicuous group (inventoried under the

model, which constitutes the main focus of the tray

designation Supplemento, abbreviated S. or Suppl.)

and is its most distinguishable characteristic. The

came from the numerous campaigns of the Missione

presence – or absence – of this maquette neatly dis-

Archeologica Italiana (M.A.I.), directed by Ernesto

tinguishes the two (Fig. 1).

Schiaparelli and his collaborators.

3

Sub-classes encompass groups of offering trays

There are also a number of objects which lost, for one

with the same geographical provenance. It is useful

reason or another, their original inventory numbers

to organise trays on the basis of provenance, as it

and were assigned new ones, prefixed “Provvisorio”

has already been noted that shapes and decorations

(abbreviated P. or Provv.). Most of these objects are

often outline regional and local trends.7 Starting

of uncertain provenance and their modalities of ac-

from provenanced trays to distinguish types with-

4

quisition are unclear.

in different local corpora makes it easier to assess

The trays in the Museo Egizio can be divided into

the significance and scope of the wealth of material

two groups according to provenance (Asyut, Gebe-

with unstated or unknown provenance in museum

lein) and a third group (unprovenanced) comprising

collections.

all the remaining objects. The closest provenanced

Within the distinguished sub-classes, in the present

CLASS
Offering Trays

Type
OT with common
taxonomic
characteristics

SUB-CLASS
OT with same
provenance

Fig. 1: Diagram summarising the typological criteria used in the present study.
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Variant of type
derivations
from the type

article types are determined on the basis of sets of

us applying their own method and terminology, of-

common taxonomic features recurring in a relative-

ten different from those of the others.

ly high number of objects. Such features include the

As regards the state of research on the subject, the

shape of the tray, the colour of the paint applied onto

most updated and complete articles on offering

8

trays were written by A. Kilian, who published the

the spatial arrangement of the surface, and other sa-

material from the German-Egyptian excavations in

lient features.

the necropolis of Asyut.16 Her articles summarise

Finally, variants are derivations from the type show-

– and clarify – the main interpretations of offering

ing systematic differences, but including the type’s

trays, and include general remarks about the materi-

its surface, the number of offerings depicted on it,

dominant features.

9

ality, decoration, placement, and use of trays, as well

An unavoidable limit of the present research is that

as adding to the corpus new material from recent

it does not adopt the Vienna System, considered to-

excavations in Asyut.

10

day to be a standard method,

for the description of

the clay fabrics, due to the impossibility of cutting

2.1 Origin and development

fresh breaks on the artefacts.

Offering trays have been interpreted as directly de-

For the purpose of the investigation, a database was

rived from stone offering tables, and the difference

set up, a simplified version of which is visible in the

in materials as a direct consequence of the economic

several tables included in this article. For the Asyut

background of the owners, clay constituting a cheap-

material, shape, colour, spatial arrangement, quanti-

er alternative to stone.17 However, it should be not-

ty of offerings, as well as other features were taken

ed that offering trays ceased to exist after the Mid-

into consideration. The same criteria were applied to

dle Kingdom, while stone offering tables were used

the Gebelein corpus, except for spatial arrangement,

throughout Egyptian history. Furthermore, Killian

since all the pieces share the same arrangement.

has called attention to the completely anepigraphic
nature of offering trays as opposed to the often in-

2. Current state of research

scribed tables, and highlighted the variety of shapes

Offering trays have been discussed in a number of

of trays as a main difference from the (almost) in-

articles published in the course of the twentieth and

variably rectangular shape of tables, and the much

twenty-first centuries, stimulated by the increas-

wider range of objects, images, and offerings depict-

ing quantity of material discovered in excavations

ed on stone tables compared to their clay “counter-

11

Actually, offering trays have been

parts”.18 Given these considerations, it would not be

part of museum collections since the first half of

accurate to state that offering trays are directly and

all over Egypt.

12

the nineteenth century.

Yet, interest among Egyp-

exclusively developed from offering tables.

tologists was never keen enough for the wealth of

An attempt to propose a theory of the development

available material to be organised into comprehen-

of offering trays was first made by Niwinski, who

sive catalogues or monographs, most probably due

defined the process of formal change whereby the

to their anepigraphic nature.

13

This has left the to-

shape of the base gradually shifted from square to

tal number of trays in museum collections and ex-

round as “décadence formelle”.19 This theory has been

cavations unquantified and the distinction between

strongly dismissed by Tooley,20 because the hypoth-

types in the same class of material never sufficient-

esis is based on an incorrect dating of the material:

14

ly clear.

Such a quantification would be the first

Niwinski dates round trays later than square trays,

necessary step to understand the position of trays

but the opposite has been demonstrated by Slater,

within the range of cultic and ritual activities. More

who dates the Dendera offering trays (predominantly

recent times have seen an increase of articles and

of round and oval shapes) exclusively to the First In-

publications covering the subject in more or less

termediate Period.21 Additionally, Tooley’s research,

homogeneous ways.15 Still, we are far from having

which also takes in materials from other archaeolog-

quantified the material and we continue to work on

ical excavations, has shown that tray shapes depend

different corpora and different collections, each of

on regional trends,22 with square trays being typi-
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cal of Middle Egypt and round trays of Upper Egypt.

be to collect as much material as possible, in order

This concept will be shown to be of crucial relevance

to expand the range of specimens available for typo-

for the present research, since it has been theorised

logical seriation, extending it to the whole corpus of

that base shape is one of the criteria to determine

known offering trays.

the provenance of a tray.

23

This approach departs

Performing a thorough data collection and establish-

from the concept that no two offering trays can be

ing a potentially valid typology would be a pre-requi-

identical:

24

actually, many of them share common

site for addressing other considerations, particular-

features, allowing for typological distinctions.

ly socio-anthropological aspects, such as the rituals
carried out on the trays, or semiotic aspects relating

2.2 Function and dating

to the trays themselves and the modelled offerings

Offering trays are basins whose purpose and main

applied onto them. Moreover, while the social envi-

function was the collection of liquid libations

ronment behind the production of these objects has

poured on them by the officiants of offering ritu-

been treated only superficially, interesting insights

25

als.

The nature of the ritual is strictly related to

could be gleaned from well-documented archaeolog-

the provision of nourishment, often represented by

ical contexts. Questions regarding the producers, the

miniature model offerings present on the surface of

social environment, the significance of the presence

trays. While trays mainly occur in tombs and funer-

– or absence – of certain offerings, the relationship

ary contexts, their discovery in other contexts such

of the offering tray to the pictorial and literary corpus

as settlements, Nubian fortresses and, in one case,

of the First Intermediate Period and the Middle King-

26

temples, makes the picture more complex.

dom, the precise set of actions carried out during the

Since the material is completely anepigraphic (except

rituals, are just some of the relevant questions that

27

in one case) and there is no mention whatsoever of

could be asked of the material.

28

The historical and artistic potential of this materi-

offering trays have always been dated on the basis

al has only been partially fulfilled. Its dissemination

of their archaeological context, when this was well

in the cultic sphere – measurable only after having

documented and pottery was found with the trays.

quantified the number of trays found – could be an-

This has resulted in a late First Intermediate Period

alysed by relating it to other objects with the same

– early Middle Kingdom date, with the earliest at-

functions (stone offering tables and soul houses), in

trays in the corpus of ancient Egyptian literature,

testations occurring in the necropolis of Balat.

29

In

an attempt to elucidate the stylistic and material re-

only one case, a thermoluminescence analysis was

lations underlying a social and regional context.

carried out, on an offering tray by the Roemer und
Pelizaeus Museum, but it yielded a chronological

3. Offering trays from Asyut

span covering almost 700 years and three phases

The fourteen offering trays recovered by the Italian

of Egyptian history, and can thus be considered to

Archaeological Mission in Asyut and now held in the

be unsatisfactory for the definition of the material’s

Museo Egizio were collected during several archaeo-

chronological horizon.

30

logical campaigns spanning from 1906 to 1913. The
31

Offering trays seem to disappear in the late Twelfth

archaeological contexts of discovery are not speci-

32

or early Thirteenth Dynasty.

fied in the available records, except in one case (S.
7979, see below). It is known that S. 8141 was found

2.3 Future research

in 1906, and S. 9179 in 1907 or 1908.33 S. 10647 and

It should be mentioned that the approach used in

S. 10648 were found in 1910. The remaining nine

this work is experimental. Only further research on

trays were found during the archaeological missions

the subject will be able to shed more light on is-

from 1911 to 1913.34

sues such as typological divisions and provenance.

The trays recovered by Schiaparelli are comparable

Moreover, some of the trays mentioned here have

with the material excavated by Hogarth, Chassinat,35

not been directly examined by the present author,

Kamal,36 and more recently the German-Egyptian

but only seen in photographs. A future step would

mission. All the Siutian trays published and made
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available in publications, reports, catalogues, and

served to establish this.

online databases were considered for the present

A defining feature of many trays from Asyut is the

study. The British Museum collection was studied

presence of internal boundaries, small L-shaped in-

through photographs available on the online cata-

ner edges that divide the surface.37 The separation

logue. The trays recovered by the German-Egyptian

of internal spaces on the surface appears to be in-

mission were studied using published data in re-

spired by contemporary stone offering tables.38 On

ports, articles, and publications.

the other hand, some trays from Asyut show no spa-

The Siutian offering trays were all modelled in

tial divisions of any sort, thus making this a criterion

Nile clay. The predominant shape is quadrangu-

for typological distinction. The presence, absence, or

lar (60.71 %), with a protruding spout. Rectangular

placement of the ox head is also a criterion for ty-

shapes (12.5 %) are attested, as well as two U-shaped

pological distinction, as the head appears on 80% of

trays (3.57 %) and two oval ones (3.57 %). The rest

the trays from Asyut.

are too fragmentary for the original shape to be rec-

Combining all these criteria, the present author has

ognised.

developed a typological distinction into four types

The sheer majority is painted over with a red-brown

and five variants (Fig. 2).

washing (66.07 %). The remaining trays are either
whitewashed (16.07 %) or unpainted (four spec-

The first type, Asyut Type I, comprises rectangular

imens, 7.14 %), or their surface is too poorly pre-

and U-shaped trays, with sunken parallel basins and

SUB-CLASS
OT from Asyut

Type I
sunken basins +
single offering

Variant A of Type I
rectangular +
sunken basins +
single offering

Type III
quadrangular +
no internal divisions +
ox head

Variant B of Type I
U-shape +
sunken basins +
single offering

Type IV
oval +
no internal divisions

Type II
quadrangular +
frontal divisions

Type II A
quadrangular +
frontal divisions +
ox head

Type II B
quadrangular +
frontal divisions +
raised platform

Type II C
quadrangular +
frontal divisions +
no ox head

Fig. 2: Diagram summarising the types and variants discerned in the corpus of offering trays from Asyut.
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 7979

rectangular

red

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

4.5 x 19 x 26.5

whole

S. 14945

rectangular

white

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

5.5 x 13.5 x 22.5

whole

EA 46611

rectangular

red

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

6.8 x 22.7 x 27.6

whole

EA 46612

rectangular

red

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

5.5 x 18 x 23

whole

Table 1: Asyut Type I Variant A.

a single raised elongated offering, which could well

connected to each other through a narrow channel

represent a loaf of bread or a Htp sign, as is the case

incised with a thin tool, which runs below the tip

39

Type I Variant

of the raised offering. One of the depressions has

A includes at least four specimens, presently held

a hole for the pouring of liquids. A direct parallel

in the Museo Egizio and the British Museum (EA)

for this tray, albeit of better quality, is EA 46612.

in contemporary offering tables.

40

(Table 1):

S. 7979 is the only Turin offering tray whose ar-

·· S. 7979 (Fig. 3) is roughly modelled, with two

chaeological context is known, having been re-

sub-elliptical depressions between which lies a

covered by Schiaparelli’s mission in Tomb 2.41

modelled raised offering. The depressions are

The context of the tomb was disturbed and only

Fig. 3: S. 7979 and S. 14945. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

OT1

rectangular

white

sunken
parallel
basins

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT14

rectangular

?

sunken
basins

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT27

rectangular

white

sunken
parallel
basins

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT38

?

?

sunken
parallel
basins

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT44

rectangular

white

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

Table 2: fragments of OT recovered in Asyut by the German-Egyptian mission, possibly Asyut Type I Variant A.

a few of the objects from the burial assemblage

·· S. 14945: (Fig. 3) this second tray is the only

were recovered: a pottery sherd of a vessel (shoul-

whitewashed specimen from Asyut in the Museo

der + rim, Nile clay, red slip, S. 7975 [sic]); three

Egizio. The two quadrangular depressions, encir-

headrests (S. 7975/1,2,3); two jars (S. 7976 with

cled by low rims, are separated by a drop-shaped

an ovaloid body and vertical band-shaped rim;

raised offering. A single channel was traced on the

S. 7977 with a sub-cylindrical body and an ex-

left side of the tray by finger impression. The clos-

troverted rim); and an unfired stopper, S. 7980. A

est parallel for this specimen is EA 46611.

date can be proposed for Tomb 2 thanks to the

Some fragments recovered in Asyut by the Ger-

material found inside it, particularly the jars. The

man-Egyptian mission46 may belong to this type,

ovaloid jar S. 7976 has direct parallels datable to

but they are too poorly preserved for this to be sure

42

the mid-Eleventh–early-Twelfth Dynasties.

Jar

(Table 2).

S. 7977 finds a direct parallel in pottery excavated in Asyut by the German-Egyptian mission and

Type I Variant B is comprised of two U-shaped of-

43

dated to the Eleventh Dynasty (Mentuhotep II).

fering trays47 with basins and a single raised offer-

The three headrests also point to a date at the

ing (Table 3).

transition from the First Intermediate Period to

·· S. 14943 (Fig. 4) is more difficult to interpret since

the Middle Kingdom, since their shapes are attest-

its surface features are less ascertainable due to

44

ed both in Old and Middle Kingdom contexts.

A

erosion. It is a U-shaped offering tray, with two

slightly earlier date cannot be ruled out, as P. Del

quadrangular depressions in the central part of

Vesco dates similar material from the same site to

the tray and a bigger depression in the front.

the First Intermediate Period only.

45

All the offering trays of Asyut Type I share common

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 14943

U-shape

red

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

5 x 21.5 x 28

whole

EA 46610

U-shape

red

sunken
parallel
basins

single
offering

no

5.5 x 21 x 27.2

whole

Table 3: Asyut Type I Variant B.
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Fig. 4: S. 14943. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

formal features with three stone offering tables re48

visible on the left side of the object.

covered in 1905 by Schiaparelli in Asyut, which are

·· S. 10648 (Fig. 5): The internal and external sur-

rectangular in form, have parallel square basins, and

faces were painted red, but the pigment is mainly

a rudimental single sculpted Htp sign.

preserved inside the tray, while outside it is barely visible due to the poor state of preservation
49

Asyut Type II includes quadrangular trays

with

of the piece. The ox head, which has very long

L-shaped or C-shaped internal divisions creating

horns, is at the centre of the rear rim. The surface

two spaces, one where modelled offerings are laid

shows offerings (ox leg, bread loaves, ox ribs, and

and one from which the spout departs. In Type II Va-

four distinctive quadrangular objects I have been

riant A (Table 4), an ox head is always depicted. The

unable to identify) in the centre, encircled by

tray recovered by Kamal certainly falls under this

channels that run towards the protruding spout.

type, but its dimensions and present whereabouts

The top of the very thin high rim was flattened

are unknown.

on the sides but not at the back, the spout, or the

·· S. 10647 (Fig. 5): The shape of this tray is very ir-

front. There are internal L-shaped delimitations,

regular. It is difficult to read the features on the

in which circular depressions are visible on the

internal surface due to the state of preservation

front of the tray.

of the object, but some details are still discernible.

·· S. 14848 (?) (Fig. 5): This tray, which has a slightly

Traces of red paint can be made out on the rim

unusual shape, is almost completely preserved. At

and on the external surface. The ox head against

the back, an ox head with long horns lies against

the back rim is without horns and has a very elon-

the rim. In front of it, offerings are scattered

gated snout and 5 small incisions on the top. The

around, among which an ox leg, two bread loaves,

eyes, ears, and nostrils are not depicted. The en-

ox ribs and probably a Hs vase can be identified.

tire surface of the tray is divided into 5 sections,

The dividing walls on the front are C-shaped and

with very long frontal delimitations that bend and

the front rim of the tray follows the shape of the

extend to the very large spout in the front of the

dividing walls.

tray. A circular depression (7.4 cm in diameter) is

·· S. 14940 (Fig. 5): Red-washed on the inside
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 10647

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

5.5 x 20 x 26

whole

S. 10648

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

4.5 x 23.5 x 31

whole

S. 14848
(?)

quadrangular

no

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

5 x 26 x 31

whole

S. 14940

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

5.5 x 20 x 31

whole

S. 14941

quadrangular

no

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

4 x 23 x27.3

whole

EA 46608

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

ox head

few

4.5 x 21.4 x 28

whole

EA 46614

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

4.1 x 24 x 31.6

whole

sporadic
find
(Kamal,
ASAE 16)

quadrangular

frontal
division

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

?

whole

Table 4: Asyut Type II Variant A.

Fig. 5: S. 10647, S. 10648, S. 14848 (?), S. 14940, and S. 14941. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.
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and outside surfaces, the latter of which were

Type II Variant B is characterised by quadrangular

smoothed. The top of the rim is flattened. The

trays,50 with frontal divisions and raised platforms

dividing walls and offerings were modelled sep-

at the back of the tray, on top of which offerings are

arately and subsequently applied and smoothed

sometimes displayed (Table 5).

down. The offerings include an ox leg, bread

·· S. 9179 (Fig. 6) has a single platform, with an ox

loaves, a Hs vase, and ribs.

leg and a round loaf of bread represented on it.

·· S. 14941 (Fig. 5): Very eroded, probably due to

·· S. 14944 (Fig. 6) has two platforms, one with an

inadequate firing, among other things. Very few

ox head, the other with an ox leg and a round loaf

offerings are preserved and recognisable: a rib,

of bread.

probably a Hs vase, and the ox head, whose horns

The most direct parallels can be found in an offer-

only remain. The two dividing walls on the front

ing tray recovered in Dendera by Petrie51 and an un-

are L-shaped and a channel runs towards the pro-

provenanced offering tray in the Liverpool Museum,

truding spout. No traces of paint are visible.

1973.1.362.52

Inv. no.

Shape

S. 9179

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

raised
platform

few

4.6 x 23 x 29.5

whole

S. 14944

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

raised
platform

few

4 x 19.5 x 21

whole

EA 46617

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

raised
platform

no

4.2 x 21 x 22.2

whole

Table 5: Asyut Type II Variant B.

Fig. 6: S. 9179 and S. 14944. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.
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Inv. no.

Shape

P. 5537

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

quadrangular no

frontal
divisions

ox head

no

3.7 x 20.5 x 25.5

whole

S. 14946

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

none

many

5 x 23.5 x 28.5

whole

EA 46607

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

4.8 x 24 x 31.8

whole

EA 46615

quadrangular red

frontal
divisions

ox head

many

4.5 x 22 x 29

fragmentary

Table 6: Asyut Type II Variant C.

Fig. 7: P. 5537. Photo by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Type II Variant C (Table 6) is characterised by trays
of quadrangular shape,

53

Despite its difficult interpretation, parallels can be

with frontal divisions but

found in soul houses found in Buhen.54 The di-

without the ox head at the centre of the tray. The ox

viding walls are L-shaped, with a sharp angle. The

head is, instead, either decentred (P. 5537, S. 46607,

external rim was smoothed and flattened. Traces

S. 46615) or completely absent (S. 14946).

of red paint are still visible around the rim. On the

·· P. 5537 (Fig. 7): this offering tray most certainly

left back side, a depression is encircled by a low

comes from Asyut, despite its provisional num-

wall. The bottom surface shows that the object

ber. Its surface was red-washed and carefully

was modelled on a very even surface. Interesting-

smoothed. The offerings are almost lost, except

ly, the bottom was red-washed.

for an ox head (only a trace of which is now visi-

Fragments probably belonging to Asyut Type II are

ble) and a modelled vessel on the right corner of

listed below,55 but their fragmentary state makes it

the tray, applied over the rim. The frontal delimi-

impossible to conclusively assign them to this type

tations have a smooth L-shape.

(Table 7).

·· S. 14946 (Fig. 8): The offerings were modelled
separately, some of them smoothed with care, oth-

Asyut Type III (Table 8) comprises trays of quad-

ers not. Among the offerings, which are all rather

rangular shape, sometimes roughly modelled, with a

crudely rendered, one is a series of four squares.

small frontal spout.56 They always depict an ox head
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Fig. 8: S. 14946. Photo by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 14949
(Fig. 9)

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

?

?

4.5 x 9 x 14

fragmentary

OT18

quadrangular

red

frontal
divisions

?

?

4.3 x 10 x 12.1

fragmentary

OT22+OT29 quadrangular

red

?

ox head

?

?

fragmentary

OT24

?

frontal
divisions

?

?

3.7 x 15.6 x 11.2

fragmentary

quadrangular

Table 7: Fragments of offering trays probably belonging to Asyut Type II.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 8141

quadrangular

no

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

3.8 x 19.5 x 21

whole

EA 46609

quadrangular

red

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

4.5 x 21 x 26.6

whole

EA 46613

quadrangular

white

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

8.2 x 28 x 31.4

whole

EA 46616

quadrangular

painted

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

4.6 x 27 x 35.4

almost whole

EA 46618

quadrangular

red

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

3 x 11 x 21

fragmentary

EA 46619

quadrangular

red

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

4.5 x 14.5 x 26

fragmentary

EA 47372

quadrangular

red

no internal
divisions

ox head

many

6 x 22 x 29.5

fragmentary

Table 8: Asyut Type III.
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at the centre of the back rim of the tray. There are

tween the ox head and the spout.

no internal divisions on the surface of the tray. The

The only specimen from the Museo Egizio belonging

offerings are arranged at the centre of the tray, be-

to this category is S. 8141 (Fig. 10), which finds its
most direct parallel in a tray from the British Museum, EA 46616.57 They both have an irregular quadrangular shape, a small frontal spout, and offerings
similarly displayed on the surface of the tray. Parallels from other sites include two trays recovered by
Petrie at Kahun.58
Asyut Type IV comprises two specimens of oval
shape,59 without internal divisions, but too fragmentary to ascertain the presence of the ox head at
the rear of the tray (Table 9).
Other trays60 are too fragmentary to fall in any of
the proposed typological groupings. I nonetheless
include a table (Table 10). At least three trays from

Fig. 9: S. 14949. Photo by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.

the Egyptian Museum in Cairo61 are pending proper

Fig. 10: S. 8141. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Arrangement

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

OT3+OT16+
OT25+OT33+
OT34

oval

red

no internal
divisions

?

many

?

fragmentary

OT10+OT17+
OT21

oval

red

no internal
divisions

?

?

?

fragmentary

Table 9: Asyut Type IV.
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Spatial
Distinctive
Arrangement feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

EA 46620

quadrangular

red

?

?

many

5.3 x 16 x 22

fragmentary

EA 46621

?

red

?

?

?

4.5 x 10.5 x 19.2

fragmentary

EA 46622

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

2.8 x 9.5 x 15.1

fragmentary

OT4+OT13+
OT35

quadrangular

white

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT5+OT9

?

white

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT6

quadrangular

?

?

ox head

?

3.4 x 15 x 15.7

fragmentary

OT7+OT20

?

red

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT8

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

3.9 x 8.9 x 17.4

fragmentary

OT12+OT30+ quadrangular
OT31+OT32

?

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT15

?

red

?

?

?

6.7 x 8.8

fragmentary

OT19

?

red

?

?

?

3.1 x 6.7 x 10

fragmentary

OT23

?

white

?

?

?

4.4 x 15.5 x 8.6

fragmentary

OT36

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

10 x 9.5

fragmentary

OT56

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

4.1 x 12.5 x 9.8

fragmentary

OT58

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

4.4 x 3.4 x 3.3

fragmentary

OT26

quadrangular

white

?

?

many

?

fragmentary

OT41

quadrangular

red

?

?

?

?

fragmentary

OT40

?

?

frontal
divisions

?

?

?

fragmentary

Table 10: Trays that are too fragmentary to fall in any of the proposed typological groupings.
Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Year of
acquisition

Modality of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

P. 6447

quadrangular (?)

many

unknown

unspecified

5 x 14 x 27

fragmentary

Table 11: P. 6447, unclassified.

publication; their analysis could support or alter the

shape. No parallel has yet been found, but the inter-

findings of this typological study.

nal divisions are typical of the Asyut material.

P. 6447

4. Offering trays from Gebelein

This is a fragment, unpublished, of an offering tray

The Museo Egizio holds a collection of fourteen of-

or possibly a soul house (Fig. 11, Table 11). Even

fering trays with Gebelein as their recorded prove-

though it is just a fragment, it shows very complex

nance. Two trays from the museum collection were

features: the top of the external and internal rims

added by the author, bringing the total to sixteen

is very flat, having been cut with a sharp tool when

trays. Nine of these trays are preserved entirely, while

the clay was still unbaked. The rims and the external

two are fragmentary. The other seven are fragments

surface of the piece were white-washed, while the

of trays. Tooley includes in her list at least three of-

internal surface of the tray was painted with an or-

fering trays from Gebelein in the Egyptian Museum

ange-reddish coat. One of the sides of the tray shows

in Cairo, JE 54561, JE 66853, and Cairo 3/9/27/1,62

a regular rectangular depression, above which two

which are still awaiting proper publication. From

holes for the placing of wooden sticks were pierced.

the same site, Turin also has five soul houses and

The internal rim bends 90 degrees, assuming an L

an unfired clay model of a granary, but these will be
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Fig. 11: P. 6447. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 12: S. 14259, photographed on site amongst other ceramic objects discovered during the 1912 campaign. Archivio
Museo Egizio, B0173.
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discussed in another study.

In the corpus of trays from Gebelein, five different

The majority of the trays were recovered during ex-

shapes can be distinguished (Fig. 13), with a pre-

cavations carried out by the Museo Egizio in Gebe-

dominance of the oval shape (37.5 %), followed by

63

lein during the 1910-1914 campaigns.

In particu-

U-shaped trays (25 %), quadrangular ones (18.75 %),

lar, Schiaparelli’s handwritten notes indicate that

round ones (12.5 %), and one exceptional triangular

64

trays S. 11963, S. 11964, S. 11965, S. 11966 (?), and

specimen. The trays were either overpainted with a

S. 11967 were recovered during the 1910-1911 cam-

red wash (62.5 %) or bear no traces of paint. In the

paign in the southern area of the necropolis of Gebe-

corpus, three different distinguishing characteristics

lein. Trays S. 14221 (Fig. 18) and S. 14259 (Fig. 12,

were recognised, allowing to establish a typological

Fig. 15) were instead found in tombs in the northern

division in three types and two variants. In two cas-

area of the necropolis during the same campaign.

es, the type corresponds to a specific shape: all the

Further information about the archaeological con-

round trays have crossing channels (Type I); all the

text of these trays is unavailable at the moment, but

oval trays display T-shaped channels on their internal

ongoing archival research in the Museo could shed

surface (Type III). The remaining trays, despite their

new light on the context of discovery.

heterogeneity of shapes, display circular depressions
on the internal surface (Type II + Variants of Type II).

Two further offering trays, P. 5157 and P. 5536, were
about their history and context was lost and they

Gebelein Type I: round trays with
crossing channels

were assigned a provisional number upon arrival at

These are almost perfectly round offering trays

the Museo Egizio. They undoubtedly come from Ge-

(Table 12).66 Their surface is decorated with two

belein because they have direct parallels in the col-

channels, crossing at the centre of the tray to form

lection of objects from the same site.

an X-shape, thus dividing the upper surface into four

found in Gebelein, but somehow the information

SUB-CLASS
OT from Gebelein

Type I
round +
crossing canals

Type III
oval +
T-shaped canals

Type II
U-shape +
circular depressions

Variant B of Type II
triangular +
circular depressins

Variant A of Type II
quadrangular +
circular depressions

Fig. 13: Diagram summarising the types and variants discerned among the Gebelein offering trays.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 16032

round

red

crossing channels

many

5.7 x 22.3

whole

S. 16035

round

red

crossing channels

many

6 x 21 x 24

almost whole

Table 12: Gebelein Type I.
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Fig. 14: S. 16032 and S. 16035. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila
and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 15: S. 11996 (?), S. 14259, and P. 5536. Photos by Nicola
dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 11966 (?)

U-shape

red

circular
depressions

?

4.6 x 20 x 13

fragmentary

S. 14259

U-shape

red

circular
depressions

no

6 x 23.5 x 31

whole

P. 5536

U-shape

red

circular
depressions

no

8.5 x 26 x 38.5

whole

Table 13: Gebelein Type II.

quadrants. Separately modelled single offerings lie

the surface of the tray, from which channels depart,

in each quadrant.

connecting the depressions to the low frontal rim

The two specimens from the Museo Egizio were

(Table 13).

coated with a bright red slip, generously applied to

·· S. 11966 (?) (Fig. 15) consists of the remaining

the internal surface of the trays (Fig. 14). Of the two,

part of a U-shaped offering tray. The circular de-

S. 16035 is the biggest offering tray in the corpus, as

pressions in the back of the tray are almost com-

well as the only wheel-made tray to the knowledge

pletely preserved. Unpublished.

of the author, who observed clear wheel-lines on the

·· S. 14259 (Fig. 15, Fig. 12) is a U-shaped tray, with

internal and external surfaces.

an open front, coated with a red slip. The depres-

Even though round trays also appear in Armant67

sions are regular and were probably created by a

and Esna,68 none of them shows crossing chan-

spherical tool. Unpublished.

nels. The only direct parallels to the Gebelein round

·· P. 5536 (Fig. 15) is quite similar to the previous

type are an unprovenanced offering tray in the Brit-

one, but larger. Even though the object bears a

ish Museum (EA 4344669), and E131 in the Museu

Provvisorio number, its provenance from Gebe-

Nacional de Arqueologia in Lisbon.70 Until proven

lein is practically certain. Unpublished.

otherwise, the combination of the round shape and

Direct parallels for this group of objects can be

cross-shaped decoration is attested only in Gebelein.

found at Qubbet el-Hawa71 and in the Theban necropolis, where Petrie recovered numerous trays

Gebelein Type II: circular depressions

during his excavations;72 among the specimens in

The second type from Gebelein is characterised by

the published drawings, number 612 on plate XXI

the presence of two or more circular depressions on

has the same shape and circular depressions as the
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specimens in the Museo Egizio. Furthermore, the

a recognisable ox at the very centre of the tray.

occurrence of circular depressions can also be ob-

·· S. 11964 (Fig. 16) is the best preserved of the two.

served in number 611 and 613 on the same plate.

It shows a protruding spout on the front. The in-

Dieter Arnold also excavated several offering trays.

ternal surface bears four round depressions at the

Among his finds, N 3.1 is the one that most resem-

corners. The regularity of the depressions sug-

73

Furthermore,

gests that they were produced by pressure from a

Budka published a number of fragments of offering

spherical tool on the still unbaked clay. Two short

trays from the Assasif excavations, the most direct

channels run at the centre of the object. An ox leg

parallel to the Turin specimen being cat. 1246 no.

lies on the left side of the tray, across one of the

bles the specimens found by Petrie.
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channels.

K02/88.6. Since this shape appears mostly at these
two sites, it seems likely it was mainly manufactured

·· S. 11967 (Fig. 16) is a rather conspicuous frag-

in the Gebelein-Thebes area, even though it appears

ment, showing some interesting features. Two

in trays from the Dendera corpus.

corners of the high rim are preserved, as are
some offerings: a calf, a head, and some vegeta-

Belonging to this type, but quadrangular in form, is

bles. Two circular depressions are visible, one of

Variant A of Type II, comprising three quadrangular

them completely preserved and of the same na-

offering trays
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ture as those described above, while the other is

with circular depressions on their

partially damaged.

internal surface (Table 14):
·· S. 11963 (Fig. 16) is quite rectangular; the rim

The Museo Egizio holds in its collection a very small

is of the same height across the perimeter of the

tray, S. 11965 (Fig. 17, Table 15), triangular in shape,

tray, but is interrupted by two circular depres-

with no direct parallels and, as far as I know, the

sions in correspondence with the two channels.

only triangular pottery offering tray known from

Around the channels and the two circular de-

Egypt. It features two very regular circular depres-

pressions, several offerings are visible, including

sions on the longer side of the triangle and a chan-

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 11963

rectangular

red

circular
depressions

many

5.5 x 21.5 x 28

whole

S. 11964

rectangular

red

circular
depressions

one

5.5 x 22.5 x 28.5

whole

S. 11967

rectangular

no

circular
depressions

many

4.8 x 25 x 31

fragmentary

Table 14: Gebelein Type II Variant A.

Fig. 16: S. 11963, S. 11964, and S. 11967. Photos by Nicola
dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 17: S. 11965. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 11965

triangular

no

circular
depressions

none

2.6 x 15.5 x 18

whole

Table 15: Gebelein Type II Variant B.

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 14221

U-shape

no

?

?

3.9 x 9 x 29

fragmentary

Table 16: Gebelein, unclassified fragment.

Fig. 18: S. 14221. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 19: S. 16031 doppio, S. 16033, S. 16034, S. 16036,
S. 16037, and P. 5157. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and
Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

nel that runs along the object’s perimeter.

the tied-down ox, and a second area characterised

This unpublished tray does not have any parallel in

by T-shaped channels, modelled by finger impres-

the known corpus. I have categorised it as Variant

sion on the still unfired clay. Seven offering trays

B of Type II.

in the Museo Egizio76 belong to this type (Fig. 19,

Finally, there is a fragment of a U-shaped offering,

Table 17).

unpublished, whose only preserved superficial fea-

The same kind of offering tray was found in

ture is the side of a channel (Fig. 18, Table 16). The

Armant,77 where twenty-six trays were recovered

object is too badly preserved to fall within any of the

by Mond and Myers in tombs 1213 and 1214.78

proposed categories.

Some of them are now in the Liverpool Museum.79
As suggested by the choice of name for the pres-

Gebelein Type III, or “Gebelein-Armant”
type

ent type, I believe that the similarity of the Gebelein

Gebelein has yielded a great quantity of oval-shaped

imity of the two sites, suggest that this style was

offering trays, with a continuous rim that encircles

specific to the Gebelein-Armant area. This hypoth-

the upper surface of the piece. At the issue of the

esis helps to suggest a provenance for other trays,

channelling, the rim has an opening a few milli-

both in the Museo Egizio and in other European

metres in diameter to allow liquids to flow out of

collections. Other specimens meeting the same

the tray. The channels divide the surface into two

description include: EA 21702 in the British Muse-

areas, one for the offerings, which always include

um;80 UC18420, UC18421, UC38996 in the Petrie

trays to the Armant specimens, as well as the prox-
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

S. 16031 numero
doppio

oval

no

T-shaped
channels

many

6.3 x 25.5 x 30.5

whole

S. 16033

oval

red

T-shaped
channels

many

5 x 21 x 24

whole

S. 16034

oval

red

T-shaped
channels

many

4.6 x 22 x 26

whole

S. 16036

oval

red

T-shaped
channels

many

5 x 21 x 22

fragmentary

S. 16037

oval

red

T-shaped
channels

many

4.5 x 20.5 x 24

fragmentary

P. 5157

oval

no

T-shaped
channels

many

4.8 x 28 x 31

almost whole

Table 17: Gebelein Type III.

Inv. no. Shape Paint

Distinctive
feature

Multiple
offerings

S. 1189 round

red

T-shaped channels many

S. 1190 round

no

T-shaped channels many

Year of
acquisition

Modality of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

1900-1901 purchased

3 x 28.5

fragmentary

1900-1901 purchased

4 x 21.5

almost whole

Table 18: Gebelein Type III (provenance unknown, attributed to type).

Museum; 1973.1.349 in Liverpool;81 F. 1939/2.39
in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden in Leiden;82
and M 621283 and M 785584 in the Manchester
Museum. A tray in Amsterdam, APM 8540, is said
to come from Saqqara,85 as well as another specimen.86 However, this provenance can be regarded
as doubtful, as if true it would mean that these are
the only two trays ever found in Saqqara,87 whereas the northernmost limit of distribution of trays is
known to be Lahun.88

Fig. 20: S. 1189 and S. 1190. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila
and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

S. 1189 and S. 1190
These two objects89 were purchased by Schiaparelli
in Egypt in 1900–1901, place of purchase not spec-

duction. Looking at the trays in the collection of the

ified (Fig. 20, Table 18). At first sight, observation

Liverpool museum, mainly coming from Armant,

of the clay and of the way they were modelled and

and at those in the Museo Egizio that come from

fired suggests that they do not belong to the same

Gebelein, it could be said that S. 1189 and S. 1190

site. Nonetheless, they could have the same prov-

fall in the Gebelein Type III described in the pre-

enance, given the evidence of other very different

vious section. In the arrangement of offerings, the

trays recovered in the same context or necropolis.

T-shaped channels in the front of the trays, and the

Judging from the shape of the base, it seems that

treatment of the surface they are similar to trays

both trays are southern products. The high concen-

from Gebelein and Armant, which seem to be their

tration of round, oval, and U-shaped trays in south-

most plausible places of production.

ern Egypt points to this region as the place of pro-
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Inv. no. Shape Paint

Distinctive
feature

Spatial
Arrangement

Year of
acquisition

Modality of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

P. 6456 round

bound ox

dividing wall

post 1824

unspecified

5.5 x 40.5

fragmentary

red

Table 19: P. 6456, unclassified specimen, provenance unknown, possibly from Armant-Gebelein area.

Fig. 21: P. 6456. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 22: P. 681. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.

P. 6456

that this tray comes from Gebelein, but the different

The museum sources provide no information about

look and treatment of the material compared to the

the origin of this rather large tray, which is unpub-

other trays in the Turin collection appear to suggest

lished (Fig. 21, Table 19). It was recomposed from

otherwise. In sum, given the high concentration of

several fragments. It is of well-baked Nile silt and

such trays and the similarities of objects of this cate-

was coated with a brown-reddish slip. Although

gory in Armant and Gebelein, a possible provenance

not perfectly preserved, it seems quite certain that

is Upper Egypt, Armant-Gebelein area.

the only represented offering was a tied-down bull,
tray. This tray, too, was divided into two areas, one

5. Unprovenanced offering trays
P. 681

for the offerings and another possibly for the chan-

P. 681 is unprovenanced and its year of accession to

nels. The division was made by means of an internal

the collection unknown (Fig. 22, Table 20). Made of

wall. From the preserved fragment it is not clear if

Nile clay, this U-shaped tray (unpublished) was coated

the piece was actually completely closed and pierced

with a brown slip which is visible on the internal and

on the front to allow liquids to flow out, or if it was

external surfaces of the piece. Two channels depart

open. It is ascribable to the oval-tray type or possibly

from two circular depressions on the back rim. Two

to that of U-shaped trays. The only parallel is an of-

perpendicular channels cross the longitudinal ones in

fering tray recovered in Armant by Mond and Myers.

the centre of the tray, resulting in a grid pattern.

Excavated in tomb 1213, the tray from Armant also

Similarly-shaped offering trays have been mainly

shows a single bull resting on the back surface of the

found in Upper Egypt. U-shaped trays are frequently

plate. The dividing wall seems modelled similarly to

attested in Dendera, Esna, and Western Thebes, with

the one in P. 6456. The latter could thus come from

some specimens also occurring in Armant and Ge-

Armant, but this is not certain. It is also plausible

belein. The circular depressions in the centre or in

still entirely visible in the middle, at the back of the

Inv. no. Shape

Paint

P. 681

white crossing channels + circular depressions

U-shape

Distinctive
feature

Year of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

unknown

5.2 x 21 x 32.5

whole

Table 20: P. 681, unclassified specimen, provenance unknown, possibly from Thebes.
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Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Year of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

P. 730/1

U-shape

red +
white

U-shaped
channels

?

6 x 20.5 x 30

whole

P. 730/2

U-shape

red

U-shaped
channels

?

5.4 x 18 x 27

whole

P. 730/3

U-shape

brown

U-shaped
channels

?

6.5 x 24.5 x 31

fragmentary

P. 730/4

U-shape

brown

U-shaped
channels

?

4.5 x 27 x 21

two
fragments

Table 21: P. 730/1–4, unclassified specimens, presumably from Upper Egypt.

Fig. 23: P. 730/1, P. 730/2, P. 730/3, P. 730/4. Photos by
Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico Taverni/Museo Egizio.

Fig. 24: P. 5158. Photos by Nicola dell’Aquila and Federico
Taverni/Museo Egizio.

the back are found in Dendera,90 Western Thebes,91

material and formal point of view, they appear to be

Gebelein

92

93

linked and share the same manufacturing techniques

and Esna.

In specimens from Dendera, Gebelein and Western

(they are all handmade) and a similar treatment of

Thebes, the circular depressions are almost always

the internal and external surfaces (reddish-brown

94

The double depression appears to

wash copiously applied on the surface, finger-traced

be typical of these three sites only, since it is not at-

U-shaped channels). Unfortunately, they do not share

tested elsewhere. The crossing channels are found

the same degree of preservation: while P. 730/1 and

exclusively on trays excavated in the Theban Ne-

P. 730/2 are completely preserved, P. 730/3 is frag-

two in number.

95

The combination of U-shape form, circu-

mentary and P. 730/4 is just a fragment, whose fea-

lar depressions, and grid channels points to Upper

tures are barely visible. All four objects are U-shaped

Egypt as the region of origin of the tray and Western

trays with an internal channel, itself U-shaped, with

Thebes as the possible site of provenance.

its extremities towards the low frontal rim of the tray.

cropolis.

Once again, this kind of decoration and the shape

P. 730/1, P. 730/2, P. 730/3, P. 730/4

of the trays themselves point to an Upper Egyptian

These four offering trays (Fig. 23, Table 21), all un-

production. Direct parallels, especially the U-shaped

published, have been grouped under the same pro-

channels, can be found among the trays recovered in

visional inventory number for good reason: from a

the Theban necropolis96 and at Qubbet el-Hawa.97

Inv. no.

Shape

Paint

Distinctive
feature

Spatial
Arrangement

Year of
acquisition

Measurements cm
(H x W x D)

State of
preservation

P. 5158

U-shape

no

circular depressions

dividing wall

1910-1920

6.5 x 28.5 x 41.5

whole

Table 22: P. 5158, unclassified specimen, with parallels at Dendera and Thebes.
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P. 5158

Siutian corpus presents three basic characteristics:

This tray (unpublished) became part of the collec-

the quadrangular shape, the central ox head at the

tion of the Museo sometime between 1910 and 1920

back of the tray, and the L-shaped walls on the front.

(Fig. 24, Table 22). It is quite a large specimen, of very

All these characteristics appear at other sites but

rough Nile clay, unsmoothed. It could be defined as

never combined, pointing to a peculiar regionalism

a U-shaped tray, with a very large back featuring

of the site of Asyut. Not only do trays from the same

an extroverted rim. The back is separated from the

site look alike and could be grouped in typologies

front of the tray by a dividing wall, perpendicular to

according to shape, arrangement of the offerings,

the direction of the channels, pierced in two points

and other macro-characteristics, but it is possible

in correspondence with the two channels. The sur-

to see that some features occur at other site outside

face of the back shows two circular depressions,

of local boundaries, sometimes with such frequency

from which the channels depart. It seems quite clear

that it is possible to argue for the existence of an ac-

that if libations were actually poured on the object,

tual style. The most eloquent example is the occur-

they would have been poured on the back of the

rence of trays with the same shape and arrangement

tray; otherwise the pierced dividing wall would have

of offerings behind T-shaped channels at Gebelein

been useless. P. 5158 is not very well preserved, its

and Armant.

state probably being due to poor baking. Direct par-

Not surprisingly, provenanced trays find their closest

allels for this object can be found in Dendera and

parallels not only among specimens from the same

Thebes. While there is no conclusive evidence, tray

site, but also among trays found in geographically

P. 5158 likely comes from the Dendera-Thebes area.

neighbouring sites, as in the cases of Armant-Gebe-

98

lein, Gebelein-Thebes, and Thebes-Dendera.

6. Conclusions

In some cases, the resemblance between unprove-

This survey of the trays kept in the Museo Egizio

nanced trays now kept in various museum collec-

and of their parallels yields a few important insights,

tions and trays of known archaeological context and

which may eventually help to establish a common

provenance is sometimes so striking that it suggests

methodology for the study of this category of arte-

that the unprovenanced trays actually came from the

facts:

site where the most parallel specimens are attested.

·· Trays from the same site tend to strongly resem-

Through the survey, the already theorised and rec-

ble each other and site typologies can be estab-

ognised northern predominance of square trays

lished by grouping types according to common

versus the occurrence of oval or round shapes in

characteristics.

the South is confirmed, and further supported by

The typologies created for the trays from Asyut and

a collection of specimens which have never been

Gebelein are quite explicative in this regard. I have

properly published or mentioned in the literature.

divided the Siutian corpus into 4 types and 5 var-

Thanks to these evident similarities, it could be pos-

iants, in which the majority of the preserved and

sible to assign a likely provenance to the unprove-

fragmentary trays discovered by all the missions that

nanced pieces in the Turin museum’s collection, but

worked at the site can be grouped. I have done the

only if the provenanced parallels are cross-correlat-

same with the Gebelein corpus, with the sole differ-

ed and if the number of parallels is high enough to

ence that Type III includes trays from both Gebelein

make attributions plausible. Through this method,

and Armant, highlighting evident common charac-

it is also possible to limit the range of likely prov-

teristics and pointing to a probable relationship be-

enances of some trays which had never been asso-

tween these two sites.

ciated with their parallels beforehand. It is evident

Besides giving an accurate count of known trays

that this method could only stand to benefit from a

from the same sites, the survey has also shed light

broader coverage of all the known trays in collec-

on the “popularity” of certain shapes and features,

tions and excavations, especially those which have

highlighting local trends and common representa-

no provenance. In this way, and through the map-

tional aims. For example, Variant A of Type II in the

ping of provenanced specimens, some quantitative,
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qualitative and statistical observations could be

of objects that was quite popular and counts hun-

made, greatly contributing to the work of scholars

dreds of specimens that are awaiting proper study

of the subject by shedding new light on a category

and publication.
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